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fear but of confidence. Japan is *the land of the gods*:
they will help and protect their people. This cult called for
an awareness of unseen presences, but not for any philo-
sophical concept of the One behind the Many, and it
helped to develop the imaginative rather than the rational
powers of the people; and to feed their patriotism as well
as their native aestheticism.
At the heart of it was sun-worship; for Amaterasu,
the ancestress of the royal house, is a sun-goddess; and the
imperial regalia represent mirror, jewel, and sword—sun,
moon, and lightning. For the rest we may trace the growth
of fertility rituals and of oracles, and the emergence of a
clan of 'abstainers'—the Imabe, who guarded the ritual
and insisted on purity among the worshippers, and of
another clan of liturgists, the Nakatomi, who were soon to
become all-powerful.
It was these families which, as we have seen, objected to
the introduction of foreign gods. The Soga dan on the
other hand was opposed to the powerful alliance of the
conservatives, and advocated giving Buddhism a trial. Its
head Soga Iname was appointed Chief-Chieftain, O-omi,
in 536; and he had vast power, marrying his daughter to
a prince of the blood-royal, and beginning a long process
of feudal dominance.
To him the emperor handed over a Korean image of the
Buddl^ and when an epidemic followed, the rival clans
insisted that it be thrown into a canal. But Umako Soga,
the son of Iname, was convinced that these rivals werd
getting out of hand, insisted that Japan needed the new
religion and culture, and took orderly steps to introduce
it, till, towards the end of the sixth century, it was rooted
in Japanese soil—the Korean kingdoms vying with one
another to foster its growth.
The other clans continued their opposition and even
persecuted the religious, but Yomei was at once Buddhist
and Shintoist, and after the murder of his successor Sujun
by Umako, a devout empress, Suiko, came to the throne
and Yomei's young son, Umayado (572—621), ruled as

